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Personal and precise healthcare through machine learning

Patients only get care that has the highest probability 
of succes for them 

 

Facilitate a continuous learning system where each 
decision can be used to improve the next 
 

Spend scarce resources as efficiently as possible



t-3 t-2 t-1 Today t+7

Readmission
Vital signs, lab values,  
patient characteristics

Discharge window

Use case: predicting intensive care readmission risk



Machine learning software for ICU readmission risk



So what is the goal of interpretability?

Gain trust in the model’s predictions 

Able to place the model’s predictions in the right medical context; 
understand when to use the model and when not to use it



What are the different methods to achieve interpretability?

Transparency of the methodology and scope of the model 

Global understanding of the workings of the model 

Specific interpretability of the model’s predictions



Inputs of the model are important for placing the model in the appropriate context
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Inputs of the model are important for placing the model in the appropriate context

Has this type of patient ever been 

seen before, by the model?

Readmission in 48 hours or 7 

days?

Should I weigh the risk with 

additional features not used in the 

model?



All these inputs are available to the doctor in an Instructions for Use



And doctors are trained to use the software



What are the different methods to achieve interpretability?

Transparency of the methodology and scope of the model 

Global understanding of the workings of the model 

Specific interpretability of the model’s predictions



How to turn the many time series into information relevant for a model (and doctor)?

t-3 t-2 t-1 Today t+7

ReadmissionRaw input features

Discharge window



Recurrent neural nets?
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Or explicit feature engineering.. 

t-3 t-2 t-1 Today t+7

ReadmissionRaw input features

Discharge window



..which allows us to calculate simple and understandable values..

t-3 t-2 t-1 Today t+7

ReadmissionRaw input features

Discharge window

Mean Min Max SD Count

Feature

Last day

Full admission

First day



..for hundreds of medical parameters

t-3 t-2 t-1 Today t+7

ReadmissionRaw input features

Discharge window

Mean Min Max SD Count

Feature

Last day

Full admission

First day



We can start with global feature importance (for understandable features)



Univariate relation between feature and outcome ‘medically validates’ the model

MCV



What are the different methods to achieve interpretability?

Transparency of the methodology and scope of the model 

Global understandability of the workings of the model 

Specific interpretability of the model’s predictions



If we ‘trust’ the model globally does sensible things; let’s start using the predictions?



1.0% readmission risk: can I safely discharge this patient?



Let’s introduce SHAP



Example: features driving hypoxemia risk during surgery

Show example



We tested our machine learning software with 25 intensive care doctors!



From the main screen, you can click on individual patients



Attempt 1: Let’s add the top 5 predictive features (SHAP) to the user interface

MCV



Attempt 1: Let’s add the top 5 predictive features (SHAP) to the user interface

MCV



Let’s dive into this example

First day

t-3 t-2 t-1 Today t+7

Readmission risk
Δ Last and first day

# of MCV measurements

Last day

Effect on



Let’s dive into this example

First day

t-3 t-2 t-1 Today t+7

Readmission risk
Δ Last and first day

# of MCV measurements

Last day

Effect on

So, I should measure MCV more often…?



We learned a lot about what does not work in making ML interpretable

Features shown in top 5  
are not “clinically relevant”

The type of feature engineering is too 

complex

Can I improve the readmission risk by 
influencing the features? 

Number of risk increasing/decreasing features 
should be dependent on the level of risk

Aggregated value is difficult to place in medical 

perspective



Attempt 2: SHAP-based interpretability layer with additional contextual information



How did we improve it?

Disclaimer on causality

Remove clinically irrelevant 
features

Removed too complex feature 
engineering

Top 10 features ordered on SHAP 
value

Added additional context to the 
feature values



Next steps in interpretability we are working on

Towards an interpretability layer 3.0 

Dealing with uncertainty in the predictions  

Testing and measuring added value of interpretability panel



Interpretability layer 3.0 provides additional information for the most important features

Average value discharged 

patientsValue for this patientPredictor

1009897 99
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98

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Now

Oxygen saturation, maximum entire admission

Development over time

Distribution of values

Oxygen saturation



Adding uncertainty to the predictions can help doctor asses how to use the model

95% Confidence Interval



How to ‘scientifically’ test the added value of the interpretability panel?

vs.



We should be tackling interpretability for medical machine learning on different levels!

Transparency of the methodology and scope of the model 

Global understandability of the workings of the model 

Specific interpretability of the model’s predictions



Thank you! 
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